
2023 Travel 
Insurance Guide



You must purchase your policy within 14 days of initial 
trip deposit for "existing conditions" to be covered
Must be medically able to travel at the time of purchase 
of insurance
Full non-refundable trip cost insured
Maximum of $50k trip cost per person

Coverage of Pre-Existing Medical Conditions



Trip Cancellation & Interruption
Trip Cancellation: if you have a disruption prior to your trip that prevented departure
Trip interruption: if you have something that occurs during or after you have departed



Covered Reasons:
The specific situations and events that may be covered by the insurance policy are referred to as "covered 
reasons". All policies are different. Please read the Certificate of Insurance/Policy for complete information.

Covered travel delay- loss of 50%
Financial default
Involved in a trafic accident
Loss of accomidations abroad

Jury duty/subpoena

Complete cessation of services
Destination uninhabitable
Home uninhabitable

Felonious assault
Hijacking

Transportation & accomodation

Legal

Environment

Politics & violence

Attending immediate family member's birth
Death of a family member
Death of insured
Death of traveling companion
Covered illness of a family member
Covered illness of insured
Covered illness of traveling companion
Covered injury of family member
Covered injury of insured
Covered injury of travelling companion
Normal pregnancy
Quarantine 

Employer termination
Military obligations

Health

Work



Five Reasons Why Travel 
Insurance is Important

1. Life Is unpredictable. Some trips need to be cancelled. With travel insurance, you don’t necessarily 
have to pay for a trip you are unable to take. Instead, enjoy more confidence knowing that you stay a 
step ahead of unpredictable situations before and during your trip.

2. Don’t let sickness stop you. From coughs in the crowds to exotic eats that don’t agree with your 
stomach, sickness happens. It’s less scary to be sick with travel insurance by your side to help you 
through the troubles.

3. Your health insurance has limits. When you travel outside the U.S., you may be leaving your 
health insurance at home. Many U.S. plans (including Medicare and Medicaid) don’t cover medical 
care costs. Why risk it when a medical evacuation can cost $50,000+?



Five Reasons Why Travel 
Insurance is Important (cont.)

4. Forgot your medication? Lost or forgotten medication can set off an alarm when you’re far from 
home. Let travel insurance help you locate a pharmacy to purchase a new Rx. It’s always nerve- 
wracking when something goes wrong. But when you’re in a foreign country, you don’t want to face 
any kind of crisis alone.

5. Lost luggage can leave you in a lurch. Travel Insurance benefits can help you replace needed 
items if your bags are delayed, damaged, lost or stolen while you’re away. With reimbursement for 
your trip essentials, you can still suit up for wherever your journey takes you next.



Covid-19 Coverage
1. Emergency medical care for an insured who becomes ill with COVID-19 while 
on their trip (if your plan includes the Emergency Medical Care benefit and does 
not include the Epidemic Coverage Endorsement)

2. Trip cancellation and trip interruption if an insured, or that insured’s traveling 
companion or family member, becomes ill with COVID-19 either before or during 
the insured’s trip (if your plan includes Trip Cancellation or Trip Interruption 
benefits, as applicable, and does not include the Epidemic Coverage 
Endorsement)



Covid-19 at Queen
Charlotte Safaris

At Queen Charlotte Safaris, we strive to ensure all our 
guest feel confident and safe while staying with us. We 
follow CDC recommendations to keep our lodge and boat 
environment clean and sanitary. Our daily sanitation 
procedures include routinely disinfecting all surfaces and 
equipment. We provide no- touch trash can, alcohol- 
based hand sanitizer, disinfects and disposable towels.



We are an authorized 
representative of Allianz Global. 
Please contact us for assistance
If you have any further questions, please email us at

team@qcsafaris.com or call us at (877) 815-2892


